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Abstract: Electron tomography is becoming one of the most used methods for structural analysis at nanometric
scale in biological and materials sciences. Combined with chemical mapping, it provides qualitative and
semiquantitative information on the distribution of chemical elements on a given sample. Due to the current
difficulties in obtaining three-dimensional ~3D! maps by energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy
~EFTEM!, the use of 3D chemical mapping has not been widely adopted by the electron microscopy
community. The lack of specialized software further complicates the issue, especially in the case of data with a
low signal-to-noise ratio ~SNR!. Moreover, data interpretation is rendered difficult by the absence of efficient
segmentation tools. Thus, specialized software for the computation of 3D maps by EFTEM needs to include
optimized methods for image series alignment, algorithms to improve SNR, different background subtraction
models, and methods to facilitate map segmentation. Here we present a software package ~EFTEM-TomoJ,
which can be downloaded from http://u759.curie.fr/fr/download/softwares/EFTEM-TomoJ!, specifically dedi-
cated to computation of EFTEM 3D chemical maps including noise filtering by image reconstitution based on
multivariate statistical analysis. We also present an algorithm named BgART ~for background removing
algebraic reconstruction technique! allowing the discrimination between background and signal and improving
the reconstructed volume in an iterative way.
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INTRODUCTION

Energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy ~EFTEM!
allows the computation of qualitative elemental maps de-
scribing the spatial distribution of chemical elements in the
analyzed samples. EFTEM maps are images calculated from
a fraction of inelastically scattered electrons coming from
the studied elements after removing unspecific signals. While
the information provided by such two-dimensional ~2D!
maps is certainly useful; as 2D maps are projections of 3D
objects, they are incapable of truthfully representing the
chemical distribution within these objects. Presently, the 3D
structure of an object can be obtained by transmission
electron tomography, which involves the computational com-
bination of projection images acquired at different angles
around a tilt axis. Transmission electron tomography is
commonly used to obtain structural information of several
types of samples analyzed by transmission electron micros-
copy ~TEM!. Transmission electron tomography can be
combined with EFTEM in order to generate 3D chemical
maps and thus overcome the limitations of 2D maps.

A major obstacle in obtaining 3D maps from EFTEM
data is the lack of dedicated software that provides and
combines the specific methods required at each step in the
computation of accurate elemental maps. More specifically,
this concerns: ~i! truthful registration of images acquired at
the same tilt angles but different energies; ~ii! choice of
different mathematical functions to model the background
signal in order to extract the elemental signal; ~iii! accurate
approaches for signal-to-noise ratio ~SNR! improvement;
and ~iv! volume–background suppression. As a conse-
quence, combining transmission electron tomography with
EFTEM to get 3D chemical maps is recent and examples in
the literature are few. In materials sciences, the first success-
ful attempts to compute 3D-EFTEM were done in 2001 on
the nanocomposite FeAl � Y2O3 ~Möbus & Inkson, 2001!,
while in the biological sciences, after an initial work on
inorganic structures ~magnetite crystals! in magnetotactic
bacteria ~Midgley & Weyland, 2003!, the first studies on
organic structures concern the analysis of phosphorus con-
centration using unstained sections of cells. This was per-
formed on Caenorhabditis elegans ribosomes ~Leapman et al.,
2004; Aronova et al., 2007! or nuclear chromatin ~Aronova
et al., 2010! allowing sensitivities up to 20 phosphorus
atoms in a 2.7 nm-sized voxel. One of these works ~Aronova
et al., 2007! demonstrates the feasibility of quantitative
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electron spectroscopic tomography and proposes a tool,
written in MATLAB and FORTRAN, to compute quantita-
tive phosphorous 3D maps. Previously, a software package
dedicated to general EFTEM tomography was published
~Boudier et al., 2005! implementing a basic set of algo-
rithms for 3D chemical mapping such as the three-window
method of background subtraction. This method consists
of estimating the background contribution to the element-
specific signal by extrapolation from two images recorded
with inelastic electrons below the energy-loss edge of the
element of interest. However, in order to generate accurate
3D elemental maps and to make EFTEM more widely
accessible, we deemed it necessary to extend this basic
approach. This could be done by multivariate statistical
analysis ~MVA!, which has been shown to improve SNR
before computing 2D elemental maps ~Quintana et al.,
1998; Lozano-Perez et al., 2009! or EELS spectra ~Yedra
et al., 2012!. Another way would be to introduce known
information about the signal during the iterative algebraic
reconstruction technique ~ART! process as done by algo-
rithms such as discrete algebraic reconstruction technique
~DART! ~Batenburg & Sijbers, 2011; Goris et al., 2013!. Such
improvements would ideally be combined with robust
fiducial-less image registration algorithms ~Sorzano et al.,
2009!, flexibility in the choice of functions for background
modeling, and a user-friendly interface.

We chose to implement all of these possibilities in a
plugin for ImageJ ~Schneider et al., 2012! due to the wide-
spread use of this software by the microscopy community as
well as its ease of installation and cross-platform compati-
bility. The software also includes a new algorithm called
BgART ~for background removing algebraic reconstruction
technique!, which discriminates between pixels belonging
to the reconstructed object of interest and the background
during the ART reconstruction process.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Developments and computations were performed using a
computer equipped with an i7-2820QM processor at
2.3 GHz. Software and interface for EFTEM were developed
for the Java platform as an independent ImageJ plugin. The
BgART algorithm was integrated in the ImageJ tomo-
graphic reconstruction plug-in TomoJ ~Messaoudi et al.,
2007!. After testing implementation with phantoms, the
method was applied on experimental data collected from a
biological specimen. Briefly, samples of the unicellular fun-
gus Fonsecaea pedrosoi ~Cunha et al., 2005! were treated
with cationized ferritin in order to detect anionic areas on
the cell wall by visualizing the distribution of iron. These
experimental data consisted in tomographic tilt series ac-
quired, using a Saxton scheme from �608 to 608 with TE-
Mography Software from JEOL Ltd. ~Tokyo, Japan!, using a
JEOL2200FS electron microscope equipped with an in col-
umn omega-filter at electron energy-loss values of 560, 590,
620, 650, 680, and 710 eV with an energy window of 20 eV. F.
pedrosoi samples were prepared from 5-day-old cultures fil-

tered in a 40–60 G porous plate filter followed by centrifuga-
tion ~13,600 � g, 30 min, 48C! to isolate the conidial forms.
Fungal conidia were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS,
exhaustively rinsed with PBS, and incubated in the presence
of 10 mg/mL cationized ferritin, at pH 7.2, for 1 h at room
temperature. Cells were postfixed for 30 min in 1% osmium
tetroxide, dehydrated in acetone, and embedded in Epon.
Sections of 150 nm thickness were used for observation.

After ART reconstruction using TomoJ ~50 itera-
tions and 0.1 for relaxation coefficient!, evaluation of the
performance of MVA and BgART on experimental data
was done by calculating SNR in three regions of interest
~ROI! corresponding to: resin ~considered as background!,
cytoplasm ~where iron is not cumulated!, and electron
dense aggregates at the fungus cell wall ~corresponding to
iron accumulations!.

SNR was calculated in decibels using the standard
definition:

SNR � 10 log10� As

Ab
�2

,

where As is the amplitude of the net signal, computed as the
average pixel intensity in the analyzed ROI subtracted by
the average pixel intensity in the resin ROI, whereas Ab is
the amplitude of the background estimated by the standard
deviation calculated at the resin ROI.

The SNR estimation has been done on the central
section of the iron 3D maps computed: ~i! without MVA or
BgART; ~ii! after MVA and image reconstitution using eigen-
vectors 1 and 6 obtained by principal component analysis
~PCA!; and ~iii! after applying the procedure described in
~ii! followed by BgART.

RESULTS

To facilitate the computation of chemical maps, the graphi-
cal user interface of EFTEM-TomoJ was designed with
separate panels corresponding to each of the major steps in
the process, which allows for a sequential but reversible
workflow ~Fig. 1!. The user can select and load the desired
energy-loss tilt series, including Z loss, which should be
grouped in a single directory. In the case of images collected
on a JEOL microscope, EFTEM-TomoJ directly reads energy
loss and window width information from the data file;
otherwise this information needs to be entered by the user.
The subset of images used for the computation of maps
may be changed at any time during the process.

Because it is crucial that images acquired at the same
tilt angles but different energies are correctly registered, we
have implemented different tools for automatic energy-loss
image alignment based on multiscale methods ~Bonnet &
Liehn, 1988! with cross-correlation, mean square difference,
and mutual information ~Pluim et al., 2003! as possible
scoring functions. In addition, the user can choose which
energy-loss tilt series will be used as a reference. Finally, a
manual alignment interface is also offered including tools
for visual evaluation of the alignment by color superimpo-
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sition, difference between two images, and the use of refer-
ence points.

Another major difficulty in computing accurate EFTEM
maps is to choose a correct function for background sub-
traction to extract the characteristic signal. This choice is
based on the physics of electron scattering which can lead to
different functions depending on the analyzed element or
spectrum region. Thus, EFTEM-TomoJ allows the fitting of
the following background models:

Linear: Y � AX � B,

Quadratic: Y � A � BX � CX 2,

Power: Y � AX B ,

Exponential: Y � Ae BX ,

Logarithmic: Y � A � B ln X,

Log polynomial: Y � A � B ln X � C~ ln X !2,

Log–log polynomial: ln Y � A � B ln X � C~ ln X !2,

where X corresponds to the energy-loss value, Y to the
number of counts for each energy, and A, B, and C to the
constants calculated for fitting.

The result of applying each model can be quickly
visualized by directly plotting the energy counts and values
from background function, as well as by the visualization of
a regression map where the value of each pixel is the
regression coefficient computed for the selected function at
the corresponding pixel coordinate. The selected regression

model can be applied to the whole image or alternatively to
ROI drawn by the user, which leads to an automatic update
of the energy counts and background fitted function. Both
alignment and selection of function for background subtrac-
tion are integrated in a single interface which, in addition to
the information indicated, also shows a preview of the
resulting map. This aids the selection of alignment and
modeling parameters in a visual and intuitive way ~Fig. 2!.

EFTEM-TomoJ is not limited to the basic three-window
method but allows working with as many energy windows
as the user wants. This makes it possible to apply powerful
methods for statistical noise removal, such as those based
on MVA. For this purpose in EFTEM-TomoJ we have imple-
mented PCA, which has previously been used in EFTEM
mapping ~Quintana et al., 2001!. A graphical user interface
~Fig. 3! visually guides the user for the choice of eigenvec-
tors during the image reconstitution process by removing
undesirable eigenvectors associated with statistical noise. To
evaluate the effect of the image reconstitution, this interface
shows in real time the resulting map and updates the energy
counts and background fitted function plots.

Finally, EFTEM-TomoJ includes a new tomographic
reconstruction algorithm ~BgART! that produces maps op-
timized for subsequent segmentation and volume render-
ing. BgART uses an initial ART/SIRT-reconstructed volume
to determine the gray level ~Mh! appearing with highest
frequency in the image histogram. This value is assimilated
to the value of the background. Based on Mh, a dynamic

Figure 1. EFTEM-TomoJ workflow. The main steps of the software are described in this chart. Dashed-lined gray loop
represents the optional tool for signal-to-noise ratio improvement by principal component analysis. Final tomogram
can be computed by any tomographic reconstruction software after exporting the final aligned elemental maps.
A manual of the software can be downloaded from http://test.sfbiophys.org/software/update/20130211/Eftem
_TomoJ_manual_0.01.pdf.
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threshold ~Td! is computed as Td � Mh � Ks, where K is
defined by the user and s corresponds to the sample
standard deviation. All voxel values lower than Td are set to
Mh, resulting in background equalization. As defined, the
correct estimation of Td needs a higher volume occupied
by the background than by the objects. A 3D median filter,
with a cross neighborhood radius empirically fixed to 1, is
then applied and followed by ART/SIRT reconstruction.
Each ART/SIRT iteration performed after background equal-
ization will optimize the contribution of the objects to the
reconstructed volume leading to a better definition of de-
tails. The stepwise ART/SIRT reconstruction, Mh and Td de-
termination, background equalization, and median filtering
are repeated until the user considers the result as satisfactory.

In order to show the application of EFTEM-TomoJ, its
use has been evaluated on two samples, one from biological
sciences and another from material sciences. In the first
one, we have computed iron maps on cells from F. pedrosoi
using the Z loss as reference for alignment. 3D maps with or
without use of PCA, followed or not by BgART, are shown
in Supplementary Video 1. Central sections of these maps
are shown in Figure 4 together with SNR values calculated
in cytoplasm and iron aggregates. The iron map without
PCA, nor BgART, shows iron aggregates close to the cell
wall. Fungal cytoplasm looks similar to resin but without
PCA the cell wall makes the cytoplasm more apparent.
Nevertheless, the SNR values calculated in the central sec-
tions of iron 3D maps before any treatment, after use of

Figure 2. Energy-loss and mapping tools interface. This interface contains the tools allowing alignment of the tilt series
acquired at different energy-loss values and computation of elemental maps for each angle. As described in the manual
~http://test.sfbiophys.org/software/update/20130211/Eftem_TomoJ_manual_0.01.pdf!, the interface is divided in to
three main frames. On top the “selection and information frame” ~boxed in red in the figure!. Here the preprocessing
tool ~hot-spot removal! together with automatic or manual alignment tools can be selected by clicking the tags at the left
of this frame. To recover previous alignments or to save the last one computed for use in the future, the geometric
transform matrix can been recorded or loaded using the “file” tag. The right part of the “selection and information
frame” is devoted to the choice of images to be displayed in the “image frame” ~boxed in yellow in the figure!. This
“image frame,” located at the lower left part of the interface, shows four images. The first three correspond to a reference
image ~a!, to an aligned image ~b!, and to the overlapping or difference between the aligned and the reference image ~c!
depending on the selection chosen at the “combine” tag shown at the “command frame” ~boxed in green in the figure!.
The last image of the “image frame” ~d! shows the resulting elemental map. To facilitate manual alignment, if required,
a red and a green line are displayed. These lines intersect at the same coordinate ~indicated by arrows in the figure! on
the reference and aligned images. The position of this intersection can be changed by using the computer mouse. Finally,
the “command frame” ~boxed in green in the figure! displays the histogram of the superimposed or difference image
depending on the selection of the visualization mode. It also exhibits the “mapping tag” which activates the “map
computing interface” detailed in Figure 3.
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PCA, and after PCA followed by BgART, do not evidence
any enhancement on the signal ~�22, �32, and �21 dB,
respectively!. This is not the case in iron aggregates where
the SNR is improved after PCA ~from 1 dB without PCA to
4 dB after PCA! and after PCA followed by BgART ~from
1 dB without PCA to 28 dB after PCA followed by BgART!.
Results on the material science example are shown in Sup-
plementary Video 2. Here, TiO2 particles were deposited on
holey carbon film grids, and O and Ti 3D maps were

computed by using carbon images as reference. As was the
case on the biological sample, visual comparison of the
computed 3D maps shows the interest of use of PCA
combined with BgART.

Figure 3. Principal component analysis and mapping tools interface. The aim of this interface is to select the back-
ground subtraction function to be used for mapping and to select the eigenvectors for image reconstitution in case that
PCA option is used. As was the case for the “energy-loss and mapping tools interface” ~Figure 2!, it is divided into three
frames. On the top the “selection and information frame” ~boxed in red in the figure! includes tools for eigenvector
selection prior to reconstitution of a whole data set or of a single image ~left! and allows selection of the image to be
displayed on the “image frame” ~boxed in yellow in the image! depending on the choice of energy and tilt values ~right!.
On the bottom left “image frame” ~boxed in yellow in the image! displays four images corresponding to the original
image ~a!, the selected eigenvector ~b!, the reconstituted image resulting by combining the selected eigenvectors ~c!, and
the elemental map ~d! resulting from the reconstituted images. The right frame ~boxed in green in the figure! corre-
sponds to the “mapping tools.” This interface is common to the “energy-loss and mapping tools interface” and to the
“principal component analysis and mapping tools interface.” It shows a bar plot representing the intensity of signal for
each energy, computed for the whole image or a region of interest that can be selected on the “image frame” by using the
mouse. The length of each histogram represents the dimension of the energy window. Blue bars correspond to images
selected as background and yellow bars are those assigned to signal, the selection can be done by checking or unchecking
the boxes below each bar. Bars for images that will not be considered for computing background or maps ~unchecked
boxes! will appear in gray. The bar plot also includes a black line representing the fitting of the selected background
subtraction function, which can be chosen in the “model list box” on this frame. This function is computed only with the
images selected for background and can be displayed for the whole data set or for a selected region of interest. Once the
conditions are chosen, final elemental or regression maps can be created and exported for reconstruction or analysis by
clicking on the “created maps” or “regression map” button respectively in this “mapping tools” frame.

Supplementary Material

To view Supplementary Videos 1, 2, and 3 for this article,
please visit http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1431927613013317.
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DISCUSSION

Electron tomography is a standard procedure for structural
analysis in the materials sciences and biology. The combina-
tion of transmission electron tomography and chemical
mapping by EFTEM complements the structural informa-
tion obtained by tomography with the 3D localization of
studied chemical elements. A TEM capable of tomography
and equipped with an in-column energy filter thus becomes
a powerful tool for 3D ultrastructural analysis. Despite the
data acquisition step of this process being fully automated
today, the computation of accurate 3D chemical maps by
EFTEM is frequently limited by the absence of a comprehen-
sive workflow and user-friendly implementation of robust
algorithms for signal processing, SNR improvement, valida-
tion, and analysis. The software presented in this article
~EFTEM-TomoJ! addresses this problem and aims to facili-
tate the computation of 3D chemical maps by EFTEM by
nonspecialists. For this purpose, special attention has been
paid to develop a user-friendly interface that guides the user
in obtaining an accurate final map. In addition, in order to
make EFTEM-TomoJ easy to install and available on all
operating systems, it has been developed as a plug-in for the
popular ImageJ software and is fully compatible with the
ImageJ tomography plugin TomoJ. The export of
background-subtracted and PCA-denoized image series to
any other tomographic reconstruction programs as TIFF
files is likewise supported.

The tools implemented in EFTEM-TomoJ allow the
user to circumvent a range of drawbacks inherent to 3D
chemical mapping by EFTEM. The principle of EFTEM is
based on building-up a correct spectrum from the different
energy-loss recorded images ~image spectra! in which each
pixel value corresponds to the spectroscopic information in
a defined position. This implies that all the pixels placed at

equivalent coordinates in the images at different energies
correspond to the same position to reconstitute a coherent
spectrum. This means precise alignment of images at the
same tilt and different energy loss.

The implementation of multiscale methods has the
advantage of a better management of low SNR than a direct
alignment without image scaling ~Bonnet & Liehn, 1988!.
This is of interest especially in the case of biological
samples, where SNR is often low due to the narrow contrast
range between structures and solvent. In addition, the
possibility to use mutual information as the scoring func-
tion for image alignment as an alternative to classically used
functions such as mean square difference and cross-
correlation provides a robust tool when important contrast
changes occur allowing the use of any energy-loss tilt series
~zero loss, plasmon, characteristic signal, pre- or post edge!
as reference. Taking into account that zero-loss tilt series
frequently correspond to the highest SNR, they are in most
cases ideally suited for determining the amount of shift
between images recorded at different tilt angles. This infor-
mation can then later be used to align the maps after
background subtraction, which also has the advantage to
provide a direct superposition of the chemical 3D map on
the standard structural tomogram computed from zero-loss
images. In addition to the automatic alignment, a manual
alignment graphical tool is proposed by EFTEM-TomoJ
allowing the correction of misalignments warranting the
use of data with poor SNR, or unsuitable for automated or
fiducial-based alignment. Also the visualization of a real-
time computed chemical map preview helps in assessment
of the alignment by depicting artifacts associated with
inaccuracy alignments such as the apparition of duplicated
borders in objects.

Concerning the choice of the best function for signal
extraction, a drawback ~or restriction! of currently available

Figure 4. Example of application of the software for the study of iron aggregated on Fonsecaea pedrosoi. Images on the
top of the figure correspond to the central planes of the iron 3D maps ~Supplementary Video 1! before the use of MVA
~A!, after MVA ~B!, and after combining MVA and reconstruction using BgART ~C!. The delimited regions correspond
to those used to compute the signal-to-noise ratio ~SNR! in cytoplasm ~red! and iron around the fungus cell wall ~blue!
with regard to the resin ~red! high was considered as noise. The SNR ~expressed in dB! is shown in the table at the
bottom of the figure. Scale bar is 400 nm.
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software for the computation of chemical maps by EFTEM
is that they provide only a small number of regression
models ~in general Egerton or power laws! often limited to
three energy-loss windows. While this is sufficient in the
case of elements presenting sharp signal peaks, more com-
plex models are often required for mapping elements with
weaker or widespread energy-loss signatures, such as phos-
phorus and many other elements of interest to biologists.
The possibility of choosing among six different functions
for background subtraction, combined with the option to
include post-edge images in the fitting process, can facilitate
correct determination of the characteristic signal and hence
reduce under- or over-estimation of pixel values. Implemen-
tation of different functions for signal extraction as well as a
range of qualitative and quantitative evaluation tools is
meant to increase user confidence in the results. Thus, in
addition to the real-time preview map described above, it is
possible to visualize a regression map of the selected func-
tion used for background modeling. This map serves both
to validate the chosen function for the entire image and to
identify regions in which the function fails to model the
background signal. In addition to the regression map, the
energy-loss values from each image versus the number of
counts together with the fitted function are graphically
shown. This representation is automatically updated when
the function is changed or when an energy-loss window is
removed from calculations or re-flagged as signal or back-
ground window. This improves accuracy of the computed
elemental map by preventing the inclusion of images not
fitting with any function used for background modeling.
Moreover, because the analyzed element can have a hetero-
geneous distribution in the sample, the plot can be calcu-
lated only in a region of interest defined by the user. This
allows local analysis making possible the validation of the
selected law and images by checking that no significant
characteristic signal appears where the user knows that the
mapped element is absent and give positive intensity where
present. These tools allow validating the mapping param-
eters before applying them to the entire tilt series.

However, besides the optimization of characteristic sig-
nal extraction by precise alignment and choice of law, a
further hurdle appears when a low concentration of the
mapped element leads to a low SNR which is frequently the
case in biological samples. Enhancement of SNR by mage
reconstitution after PCA allows better fitting of the math-
ematical function for background subtraction and therefore
the improvement of final maps. Obviously, this part of the
workflow is optional and can be skipped in case the SNR is
high enough to provide valid maps with low noise.

Finally, rendering and segmentation of the final 3D
chemical map can be difficult because of remaining noise.
To this end various methods, including anisotropic or iso-
tropic denoizing in Fourier or real space ~Volkmann, 2010!,
are commonly applied on the reconstructed volume. How-
ever, these methods are prone to removal of interesting
information associated with details in the reconstructed
volume. Recently, other methods taking advantage of itera-

tive reconstruction approaches, such as DART have recently
been applied with success in tomography. However, they
require prior knowledge about the number of elements to
be segmented and their corresponding gray levels. DART is
thus better suited for materials sciences where samples are
often composed of fewer and more clearly delimited com-
pounds. An approach denoted as partially discrete algebraic
reconstruction technique ~PDART! has recently been suc-
cessfully applied to segmentation of nanoparticles ~Roe-
landts et al., 2012!. PDART is based on detection of features
in the volume based on their voxel intensities, requiring
prior information about the number of expected materials.
The algorithm implemented in EFTEM-TomoJ, on the other
hand, is focused on the detection of the volume background
and does not require any prior knowledge of the number of
materials existing in the sample. Because background value
is fixed for every iteration, it is mainly the voxel intensity of
the features that changes during the process. Thus, the
intensity recovered for each feature after BgART has a
similar level to that obtained with standard ART reconstruc-
tion, but the uniform background facilitates segmentation
of objects.

On the whole, the possibilities offered by EFTEM-
TomoJ are: ~i! standard 3D chemical mapping by EFTEM,
with and without ~ii! noise reduction by PCA, combined or
not with ~iii! BgART for volume reconstruction. These
methods have been successfully used to obtain iron maps
from images of the fungus F. pedrosoi incubated with cation-
ized ferritin, validating the approach. This pathogenic fun-
gus produces melanin, a dark, phenolic polymer related to
virulence. Such pigment is associated with negative charges
on the fungal surface. To detect negatively charged areas on
the surface, and therefore, areas where melanin is concen-
trated on the cell wall, the fungus was incubated with iron
cationized ferritin, for the observation of iron via EFTEM
tomography. As expected, PCA slightly improves localiza-
tion of the characteristic iron signal as demonstrated by the
increment by a factor of 4 in the SNR. This low enhance-
ment on the SNR is highly improved when PCA is followed
by BgART because the SNR is multiplied by a factor close to
30 making the direct segmentation of the map more straight-
forward as shown in Figure 5 and Supplementary Video 3.

CONCLUSION

The software presented in this work constitutes the first
publicly available toolset for 3D chemical mapping by
EFTEM ~EFTEM-TomoJ!, including an extensive number
of methods for elemental signal extraction, SNR improve-
ment by MVA, and volume–background suppression during
the ART-based reconstruction process. We consider that
the user-friendly interface, the robust tools offered in the
software, as well as the new algorithm BgART implemented
to facilitate volume segmentation, can truly assist the scien-
tific community interested in the 3D localization of chem-
ical elements to generate accurate 3D elemental maps from
their samples. Thus, in addition to the example presented
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here, EFTEM-TomoJ is also being used by beta-testers
within the materials science community ~Florea et al.,
2012!. EFTEM-TomoJ may be downloaded from http://
u759.curie.fr/download/softwares/EFTEM-TomoJ, where a
comprehensive user manual and test data set are also
available.
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